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Spread Trading in Futures Contracts 
 

Spread trading is a risk management strategy used by owners of storable commodities or those 

planning to own a storable commodity. The futures market spread needs to first be explained. 

See Exhibit 1 for corn futures prices during 2011. The top, or first, price shown is the nearby 

contract price. Each subsequent price is referred to as the 1
st
, 2nd, the 3

rd
, the 4

th
, etc.  deferred 

futures contract. One might discuss the new crop futures curve, which begins with the December 

2011 price in this example, and refers to the series of prices between December 2011 and 

subsequent futures contract prices.  

 

Market analysts evaluate the price difference between any two time periods to determine if the 

market is short-term bullish or short-term bearish. In particular, market analysts evaluate the 

nearby contract price relative to a deferred contract price. Storage decisions for old crop, new 

crop, or between crop years, are generally considered as separate decision points.   

 

If the nearby contract price is lower than a further deferred contract price, then the market is said 

to be contango (or hold a positive spread)A positive spread may signal short-term bear market 

sentiment. If the nearby contract price is higher than a further deferred contract price, then the 

market is said to be inverted (or negative spread). A negative spread may indicate a short-term 

bullish market sentiment. For Exhibit 1, the nearby spread, and new crop spread, both indicate 

positive spread markets. The September 12’ contract and December 13’ new crop spread is 

inverted. Because the Sept. 12’-Dec 12’ spread is negative, the market signals to market the 11’-

12’ crop before the 12’-13’ crop is harvested. Remember these quotes are for August 2011 

before the 2012 drought was factored into the price.  

  

http://mosoy.org/msa
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 Exhibit 1 

Nearby 

Spreading 

New Crop 

Spreading 

Crop 

Year: 

9/16/2011 

Mon. Last Open High Low Prev Vol. 
Open 

Int. 
Time 

NEARBY  Old Crop Sept-11 714-0s 707-0 715-0 700-0 707-2 52,380 174,102 8/16/11 

1st 

deferred 

New crop 

nearby 

month 

New Crop Dec-11  727-4s 719-4 728-4 712-4 720-0 156,171 671,937 8/16/11 

2nd 

deferred 

1st deferred 

new crop 

New Crop Mar-12  740-2s 732-6 741-2 725-6 733-0 26,853 169,451 8/16/11 

3rd 

deferred 

2nd 

deferred 

new crop 

New Crop May-12  745-0s 736-2 745-2 730-2 737-6 4,804 35,288 8/16/11 

. 3rd deferred 

new crop 

New Crop July-12  747-4s 740-0 748-0 733-2 740-2 5,539 72,637 8/16/11 

. 4th deferred 

new crop 

New Crop Sept-12 696-4s 687-0 696-4 685-2 688-0 775 12,957 8/16/11 

.  12-13' crop Dec-12  650-2s 644-0 650-2 639-4 644-6 3,501 80,703 8/16/11 

            

  12-13' crop May-13  663-6s 661-0 663-6 661-0 658-6 5 496 8/16/11 

  12-13' crop July-13  668-6s 660-2 668-6 660-0 663-6 15 0 8/16/11 

  12-13' crop Sept-13 643-6s 0-0 643-6 643-6 633-6 0 25 8/16/11 

  13-14' crop Dec-13  611-2s 602-0 611-2 602-0 605-6 223 8,891 8/16/11 

  13-14' crop July-14  633-2s 0-0 633-2 633-2 628-6 0 117 8/16/11 

    14-15' crop Dec-14  606-2s 600-0 606-2 600-0 601-6 9 1,190 8/16/11 

Professor, University of Missouri & M.S. Agriculture Economics 
143A Mumford; Phone: 573-882-0870; parcellj@missouri.edu 
 

http://mosoy.org/msa
http://www.agweb.com/markets/futures.aspx?&page=chart&sym=ZCU11
http://www.agweb.com/markets/futures.aspx?&page=chart&sym=ZCZ11
http://www.agweb.com/markets/futures.aspx?&page=chart&sym=ZCH12
http://www.agweb.com/markets/futures.aspx?&page=chart&sym=ZCK12
http://www.agweb.com/markets/futures.aspx?&page=chart&sym=ZCN12
http://www.agweb.com/markets/futures.aspx?&page=chart&sym=ZCU12
http://www.agweb.com/markets/futures.aspx?&page=chart&sym=ZCZ12
http://www.agweb.com/markets/futures.aspx?&page=chart&sym=ZCK13
http://www.agweb.com/markets/futures.aspx?&page=chart&sym=ZCN13
http://www.agweb.com/markets/futures.aspx?&page=chart&sym=ZCU13
http://www.agweb.com/markets/futures.aspx?&page=chart&sym=ZCZ13
http://www.agweb.com/markets/futures.aspx?&page=chart&sym=ZCN14
http://www.agweb.com/markets/futures.aspx?&page=chart&sym=ZCZ14
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In order to profit from spread trading owners of storable commodities must factor in the relevant 

storage costs of those commodities.  The monthly storage cost of a commodity is the sum of two 

parts, the direct cost (the price per bushel per month that you would pay to store the crop at your 

local elevator) and the opportunity cost (the price that could be received today multiplied by 

1/12
th

 of the nominal interest rate). Opportunity cost is an economic term used to capture the 

alternative best (or common) use of money. The money drawing interest is the least cost 

opportunity cost.  

 

If the spread is positive and large enough to cover storage costs, then the market is said to be 

short-term bearish. The market is indicating buyers prefer to have supplies available later as 

opposed to sooner. If the spread is positive but not large enough to cover storage costs, then the 

market is considered to be short-term bullish. The market indicates buyers prefer to have the 

commodity sooner versus later. And, if the market spread is negative (inverted), the market is 

strongly short-term bullish. 

 

How close storage costs come to matching a positive spread signals how strong a market signal 

there is for commodity demand sooner versus commodity demand later. This is called market 

carry (positive spread less cost of storage). The larger the market carry, the stronger the signal to 

store and sell later. But, how does one lock in the futures portion of the market carry or spread? 

This depends on if one is an eventual buyer or an eventual seller of the cash commodity. 

 

Bear Spread (Seller) 

 

If the futures market carry is offering strong returns to storage, than cash market sellers might 

use a spread trade to lock in the spread. As a seller of the cash commodity in the future, one is 

concerned the spread may narrow the closer it is to the sell date. Suppose in December of a 

particular year, as a seller I plan to sell soybeans in May given the current futures contract price 

spreads. The March-to-May futures contract spread is at $0.26/bushel. Refer to Exhibit 2. Note, 

only the months with active futures contracts reported are shown. A simple 5¢/month storage 

cost is assumed. 

 

With a cost of storage at 20¢, there is a computed return to storage of $0.06/bushel ($0.26 

spread- $0.20 storage cost). This is a sizeable return to storage in a relatively low margin 

business. If an eventual cash  seller of soybeans desires to lock in this spread, then there is a 

three-step process to be able to lock this return for May cash delivery. 

 

Step 1. Spread trade in December. Short the May soybean futures contract and long the 

March soybean futures contract. If the market spread narrows, then the seller will profit 

in the brokerage account while losing in the cash market. Of course, the reverse is also 

true. Spread hedging is for locking in a comfortable return and minimizing uncertainty. 

 Short the May futures contract 

 Long the March futures contract 

 Pay brokerage fees and contribute necessary margin monies 

 

http://mosoy.org/msa
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Step 2. The week before the first of March, the seller will off-set the March long futures 

position by taking the opposite short futures position. The cash seller is now only short 

the May futures contract. This will ensure the spread revenue carries into May when the 

cash sale is planned. 

 Off-set position in March futures contract, long 

 Keep the short May futures contract 

 

Step 3. Towards the end of April but before May 1
st
, the seller will off-set the short May 

futures contract by taking a long May futures contract position. 

 Off-set position in the May futures contract, short 

 

(Note: Do not get into off-setting the futures contract during the expiration month because of the 

threat of making delivery or taking delivery. This should be avoided unless one is a commercial 

trader). 

 

By entering into this spread trade, the cash seller was able to lock in a futures price of 

$12.76/bushel and ensure the strong spread available in December holds into the spring. The 

spread protected the seller until the first of May and limited the cash seller’s exposure to 

significant futures contract price swings. From March 1 until the cash soybeans are sold during 

the first part of May, the cash seller is exposed to greater futures market price volatility because 

only one futures leg (short position) remains of the spread trade. Hedgers will want to be 

adequately capitalized to meet margin calls when having only one leg of the spread trade held.   

 

 

Exhibit 2 

Month Cash Price 
Futures Contract 

Price 

Storage Cost 

between now and 

later months 

December $12.00   

January   5¢ 

March  $12.50 10¢ 

April   15¢ 

May  $12.76 20¢ 

  

 

Bull Spread (Buyer) 

 

If the futures market carry is offering poor returns to storage, then cash market buyers might use 

a spread trade to lock in the narrower spread today knowing it will help yield a desired purchase 

price in the future. As a cash buyer in the future, one is concerned the spread may widen the 

closer it is to a particular purchase date. Suppose in December, a buyer plans to buy soybean in 

May given the current futures contract spreads. The March-to-May futures contract spread is at 

$0.15/bushel. Refer to Exhibit 3. Note, only the months with futures contracts reported are 

shown. A simple 5¢/month storage cost is used. 

 

20¢ storage 

cost $0.26 spread 

Returns to storage 

 

$0.06 = $0.26 - $0.20 

http://mosoy.org/msa
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With a cost of storage at 20¢, there is a computed return to storage of -$0.05/bushel ($0.15 

spread-$0.20 storage). This is a negative return to storage, or the market desires soybeans now. If 

a buyer of soybeans desires to lock in this spread, then there is a three-step process to be able to 

lock this short for May purchase. 

 

Step 1. Spread trade in December.  Long the May soybean futures contract and short the 

March soybean futures contract. If the market spread widens, then the buyer will profit in 

the brokerage account while losing in the cash market. Of course, the reverse is also true. 

Spread hedging is for locking in a comfortable return and minimizing uncertainty. 

 Long the May futures contract 

 Short the March futures contract 

 Pay brokerage fees and contribute necessary margin monies 

 

Step 2. The week before the first of March, the buyer will off-set the March short futures 

position by taking the opposite long futures position. The cash buyer is now only long the 

May futures contract. This will ensure the price level is fixed into May when the cash 

purchase is made. 

 Off-set position in March contract, short 

 Keep the long May contract 

 

Step 3. Towards the end of April but before May 1
st
, the buyer will off-set the long May 

futures contract by taking a short May futures contract position. 

 Off-set position in the May futures contract, long 

 

By entering into this spread trade, the cash buyer was able to lock in a futures price of 

$12.76/bushel and ensure the weak spread available in December holds into the spring. The 

spread protected the buyer until the first of May and limited the cash buyer’s exposure to 

significant futures contract price swings. From March 1 until the cash soybeans are bought at the 

first of May, the cash buyer is exposed to greater futures market price volatility because only one 

leg (long position) remains of the spread trade. Hedgers will want to be adequately capitalized to 

meet margin calls when having only one leg of the spread trade held.   

 

Exhibit 3 

Month Cash Price 
Futures Contract 

Price 

Storage Cost 

between now and 

later months 

December $12.00   

January   5¢ 

March  $12.50 10¢ 

April   15¢ 

May  $12.65 20¢ 

  

 

20¢ storage 

cost $0.15 spread 

Returns to storage 

 

-$0.05 = $0.15 -$0.20 

http://mosoy.org/msa
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Cash Market Spread 

 

The local cash market prices and futures market prices do not move exactly the same. Cash 

traders will want to be familiar with historical cash market seasonal changes. While the futures 

market may signal a contango or inverted national average market, the local market prices 

pattern does not have to be consistent with the national market price signals. The linkage to the 

cash market in spread trading is explored in the fact sheet, “Cash Market Spreads.” 
  

http://mosoy.org/msa

